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CONTEMPORARY QUILTING
ESSENTIALS 101
Get to know the Art of Quilting .

My primary goal in
offering this class
is to give you a
realistic idea of
what’s involved in
learning how to
quilt.
-Rich Denny-
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ich is an expert quilter and has

You'll also leave with a wonderful

made many of the quilted items in our

completed wall hanging. This class is

store. . We just had the first in a series

limited to a very small amount of

of classes devoted to the art of Quilting.

students so register quickly! COMING

He designed this class for people of all

SOON MORE DATES!

sewing skill levels. In it, you'll be given a
comprehensive understanding all the
steps involved in making a quilt.

The word "quilt"
comes from the Latin
culcita meaning a
stuffed sack, but it
came into the English
language from the
French word cuilte

This class is intended for those who
know how to sew, but not how to quilt.
You'll learn the importance of a 1/4"
seam, how to "square off" and piece
together quilt components.
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HUSKYLOCK S25

hris bought a Huskylock S25 a couple of

months ago, and she never used a serger before,
she was determined to learn this great machine. In
this short period, she dedicated herself to learn,
with the help of our wonderful teacher Mee. Chris
dedication allowed her to make this beautiful skirt
for her granddaughter using all the stitches
available on her machine. Congratulations Chris!
You did an excellent job!.
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SERGERS
1
WHAT IS A
SERGER ?

2
WHAT DOES A
SERGER DO ?

A serger is a special-purpose
machine that produces
professionally finished seams,
like those found on ready-towear garments. It uses
between two and nearly a
dozen threads to encase the
raw edge of the fabric with an
overcast stitch, while
trimming away the seam
allowance- all at speeds of up
to 1,700 stitches per minute.
Instead of a bobbin and single
needle, the serger has a
cutting blade, “loopers” and
multiple needles.

A serger does not replace a
sewing machine. Its primary
function is to clean-finish a raw
edge, giving the project a
professional appearance. Many
serger stitches have built-in
stretch, making them the
perfect tool for seaming knit
fabrics. Additionally, the eyes of
the loppers are larger than the
eyes of sewing needles and can
therefore accommodate
thicker decorative threads.

In the United States, the term "overlocker" has largely been replaced by "serger."
However, in other parts of the world such as Australia and the UK, the term
"overlocker" is still in use.

WHAT SERGERS DO
Finish seams and edges
Sew stretch seams
Embellish with decorative thread
Embellish with flatlock, chainstitch or
overstitch
Reduce puckering and rippling on hard-tosew fabrics
Apply elastic and other trims
Hem sheer and lightweight fabrics without
puckering
Hem garments with overstitch
Edge-finish reversible items
Execute beautiful rolled hems
Finish with decorative edgings
Gather fabric (differential-feed adjustment)
Speed up construction time.

Source: www.sewing.org
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A GIFT FOR YOU

SEWING
FREE
PROJECT
Simple , Elegant and Easy .
Make this chic blouse in an
hour !

SEWING SUPPLIES :
HUSQVARNA VIKING® DESIGNER DIAMOND
Royale™ sewing and embroidery machine
Clear Open Toe Appliqué foot (Item #41280945)
Inspira® Fusible No Show Mesh (Item #620111096)
Inspira® Tear-A-Way Stabilizer (Item #620112496)
Inspira® Aqua Magic (Item #620114396)
1 yd of 45" wide fabric (silk, challis, etc.)
5 yd of edging lace
Robison-Anton 40 wt embroidery thread to match
the fabric
Regular sewing thread
Bobbin thread
Tape

Click on the icon below to download your free project
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SEPTEMBER CLASSES

HOME IS WHERE THE HAUNT IS
Filled with fun and whimsical touches,
this wall hanging is sure to be a frightful
delight. Finished Size 39 x 42
Two classes 3 hours each
Wednesday 14th. 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Wednesday 28th. 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Price: $50.00
S E W Club
An elite club for Viking Epic owners to
stitch, embroider, and learn fun and
exciting techniques tailored to your
Epically amazing machine.
Once a month
Sunday 18th. 12:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Price $115.00 (quarterly)
EASY PEASY PATRIOTIC FLAG
Bargello technique.
Two Classes 2 hours each.
Wednesday 7th. 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday 9th 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Price$ 40.00
QUILTING FREE MOTIONS BASICS
(Technique class)
Sunday 11th 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. Beginners
Price: $30.00

A REAL WAY TO LEARN AND HAVE
FUN
12635 CITRUS PLAZA DR
TAMPA , FL 33625
( 813 ) 792 . 1855
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FLOWER POWER
Two Classes 2 hours each.
Wednesday 14th 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday 16th 1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Price: $40.00
CONTEMPORARY QUILTING ESSENTIALS
Two Classes 3 hours each
Wednesday 21th. 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Wednesday 28th. 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Price: $80.00

